MANDATORY SAFEGUARDING FORM LEVEL 3, 4, 5
Internal Agency Investigation Report
This form requires completion within 28 days of the alert being
raised.
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Robert Barker
Registered Manager
3.08.2016
0161 429 6789
Green Bank Nursing Home
198 Green Bank Ave
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Name
Role
Date
Contact Number
Name & Address of Employer
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Section 1: Internal investigator details

Section 2: Personal details of the adult at risk

Margaret Brown
06.07.1939
E23456
Female
Green Bank Nursing Home
No Landline
White British
Dr Ellis
Heaton Mersey Medical Practice

Is the adult at
risk deceased?
If yes, please
state date of
death

No

Ex

Name
D.O.B.
CareFirst Number
Gender
Address
Contact number
Ethnicity
GP Name and contact details

Yes

x

Long term health conditions of adult at risk

Information in this document is used for example and reference purposes only and does not represent any scenario or factual information of any kind.

COPD
Lewy Bodies Dementia

Is the adult at risk a carer?

Yes

No

x
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Details of cared for
Name
Address

CareFirst number (if known)
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Section 3: Capacity
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Does the adult at risk have capacity to consent to the investigation?
Yes
No
x
If yes, does the service user consent to the investigation?
Yes
No
If no, is it in the individual’s best interest for the safeguarding investigation to proceed?
Yes
x
No
If no, has the risk to other adults at risk been considered and the investigating continuing?
Yes
No
Please provide details of how the capacity assessment and best interest process was completed
Margaret has a formal diagnosis of Lewy Bodies dementia.
I met with Margaret on the 2nd August in the morning after breakfast in her room as staff report
this is when Margaret is more alert. I introduced myself and the reason why I was visiting was
because there were concerns about a sore on her left elbow
I asked if Margaret was aware she had a cut on her left elbow which Margaret seemed unaware
of. I asked if it was causing her any pain which Margaret was unable to express. Margaret was
unable to understand or retain the information I was sharing with her and was not able to give
her consent for the investigation to take place.
Throughout the time I spent with Margaret she smiled at me and patted my hand. Margaret
repeated the phrase ‘ I take life as it comes’
As Margaret was unable to give her consent to the investigation and express opinion about
preferred outcomes I spoke to Margaret’s son Roy and daughter in law Lisa and they are happy
for the investigation to take place and would like the outcome to be that this does not happen
again.
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In Margaret’s best interest the investigation should take place to look at what has caused the
injury and methods to reduce the risk.

Is the adult at risk deprived of their liberty or subject to any restrictions?
Yes
x
No
If yes, please provide details
Margaret lives in the care home and is not free to leave and is under continuous supervision and
control.
Margaret currently has a DOLS in place.
Margaret lacks capacity to consent to the arrangement for her care and treatment.
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Is the adult at risk subject to Deprivation of Liberty Safeguard?
Yes
x
No
If not, has it been considered?
Yes
No
Section 4: Communication
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Are there any communication difficulties for the adult at risk?
Yes
x
No
If yes, please provide details
Margaret has some verbal communication however Margaret struggles to understand and retain
information and is unable to communicate her needs and relies on the staff to provide all aspects
of her care needs.
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MAKING SAFEGUARDING PERSONAL
Section 5: Views

Please evidence the views of the adult at risk including the preferred outcome
Due to Margaret being unable to discuss the concern raised I spoke to Margaret’s son Roy and
daughter in law Lisa. Margaret’s son Roy expressed his mum doesn’t seem aware about the
injury on her left elbow and it doesn’t seem to be causing her much pain. Roy was happy the
nurse had noticed the injury and cleaned and dressed the wound and ensured his mum was
comfortable. Roy was concerned as it was unclear how the injury was caused and there is no
evidence when Margaret’s room was searched to establish what had caused the injury.
Roy wants reassurance that this will not happen again however he understands as the cause of
the injury is unclear at this time it is difficult to ensure. Roy wants his mum to be cared for in the
best possible way and offer him peace of mind she is safe at the care home.

Information in this document is used for example and reference purposes only and does not represent any scenario or factual information of any kind.

Section 6: Details of the incident including perpetrator
2.8.2016
Registered Manager
Robert Barker
Staff completing 2 hourly observations noticed blood on
bedding at 1.00am and on closer inspection noted the elbow
injury. The blood was dry on the wound and on the bedding.

Category of alleged abuse
(please circle all categories that
are alleged)

Physical Financial Psychological Emotional
Acts of omission
Sexual
Discriminatory
Organisational

Neglect

e
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Date of incident
Details of the alerter
Name
Brief description of alleged abuse
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Details of the alleged incident
2.8.16 at approx. 1.00am nurse completed an observation and noticed blood on Margaret’s
bedding. On closer inspection the nurse saw the injury on Margaret’s left elbow and noticed the
blood on the injury was dry as well as the bedding.
Nurse cleaned the wound and dressed and administered pain relief and settled Margaret in bed.
Nurse completed care notes, body map and an incident report and reported to Manager.
The nurse later assessed the wound and felt it needed the attention of the GP who attended the
next day and prescribed antibiotics. Nurse also logged in handover book.
CQC was also notified.
Son Roy and daughter in law Lisa informed as next of kin the next day.
Staff on shift were interviewed by Registered Manager and minutes taken.
Margaret was hoisted by staff at the bed call at approx. 11.30pm to use the commode however
the staff involved hoisting Margaret do not recall any form of knock to the elbow which may
explain the injury and care notes were checked which do not indicate any concerns.
It is documented within the care plan and moving and handling assessment when Margaret is
fully hoisted she feels safe when she holds onto the sling straps in a way which causes her
elbows to stick out.
When Margaret goes to the commode which is in the bathroom which is Margaret’s preferred
place to use the commode the door frame width is quite narrow to fit the hoist through
especially when taken into consideration how Margaret like to hold onto the sling causing her
elbows to protrude outwards.
The next observation then took place at 1.00am when the injury was noted.
Margaret has some limited movement in the bed but would not be able to get herself out of bed.
Requested involvement from the skin viability nurse as may have been a spontaneous skin tear.
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Moving and handling risk assessment and care plan updated following incident with details
about Margaret feeling safer when she holds onto the sling straps causing her elbows to
protrude outwards and staff to consider this when moving Margaret through the door frame to
use the commode.
As part of the investigation training records for the care staff who were on shift that evening
were checked and it was apparent they were not fully up to date with moving and handling
training and should not have been hoisting without some fully trained taking the lead.
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Was the incident witnessed?
Yes
No
x
If yes, by whom?
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Who has the referrer spoken to? e.g. police/CQC/DBS, please include dates
Spoken to care staff and minutes taken as part of harm level 3 investigation
Reported to CQC as notification.
Spoke to Son and daughter in law Roy and Lisa.
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Have any injuries been sustained by the adult at risk?
Yes
x
No
Details of injuries and any treatment required (e.g. GP, Mastercall,
ED)
Cut to left elbow which had bled. Wound cleaned and dressed by nursing staff and pain relief
administered.
Would was about 5cm in length and quite deep but did not require any stitches. Margaret did
not appear aware of the injury or seemed to be experiencing pain however nurse administered
pain relief to ensure good pain management as Margaret not always able to communicate her
needs.

Name of the alleged perpetrator

Sarah Kennedy and Jessica Maine

Is the individual an employee?

Information in this document is used for example and reference purposes only and does not represent any scenario or factual information of any kind.

Yes
x
No
If yes, what is their role in the organisation?
Carers on shift that evening.

Is the alleged perpetrator another
resident?
Yes
No
x
If yes, are they at risk themselves?
Yes
No
x
CareFirst number
(if known)
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Do they require a review?
Yes
No
x

IF YES CONTACT ASC CONTACT CENTRE ON 0161 217 6029 to request a review.
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Is this the first instance of abuse alleged by this perpetrator
Yes
x
No
If no, is the incident of a
similar nature?
If it is of a similar nature, please detail what actions are in place to ensure adequate safeguards
are in place?

Section 7: Risk Assessment and Protection Plans
Have you completed/updated a risk assessment/care plan
Yes
x
No
If yes, date completed
4.8.2016
If no, please complete/update the risk assessment/care plan

Section 8: Outcome
Following the investigation is the alleged
Substantiated
x
Partly Substantiated
Not Substantiated

Information in this document is used for example and reference purposes only and does not represent any scenario or factual information of any kind.

Not determined/inconclusive

Please evidence how this outcome was determined
Physical
There is a possibility when staff were hoisting Margaret they have knocked her elbow against the
door frame when moving Margaret on the hoist to the commode however upon interviewing the
staff no one recalled any incident which could account for the injury. The staff on duty were not
fully trained in moving and handling and should not have hoisted Margaret without the correct
training. This may have contributed to the injury occurring.
Outcome Substantiated
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Organisational
The moving and handling risk assessment and care plan did not reflect the consideration for staff
when moving Margaret to the commode through the door frame and her elbows sticking out
therefore the most up to date plan was not made available to care staff. The care staff on duty who
hoisted Margaret were not fully trained in moving and handling and should not have hoisted
Margaret without someone fully trained taking the lead.
Outcome Substantiated
I am satisfied that I have undertaken this investigation thoroughly, and have put in place a
proportionate response to the incident detailed above.
Date
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Signature
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